
Paralegal Focus

President’s Message
By Kristen Provost, RP®

In September the Vermont Bar Association’s Joint Commission 
(which included four sub-committees) issued a report on how to 
ensure that Vermonters can obtain quality, affordable legal      
representation and efficient dispute resolution.  The strongest 
recommendation from the Legal Education Committee is to 
adopt a paralegal licensing program which would give paralegals, 
working with and under lawyers, greater authority to perform 
discrete legal tasks that are currently limited to lawyers.  The 
report leaves out the specific details regarding licensure, however, 
the Legal Education Committee believes that adopting a 
paralegal licensing program will (1) decrease the number of  pro 
se litigants in a number of  areas (including landlord/tenant 
disputes and basic divorces), (2) offer legal services at a lower cost, 
(3) serve Vermonters who might normally forgo legal 
representation and (4) provide right-sized services for Vermonters.  
However, the report also makes it very clear that the role of  a 
paralegal, licensed or not, should never be performed 
independently from the supervision of  a licensed attorney.  
Therefore, the Vermont Paralegal Organization (VPO) is puzzled 
as to how this is different from current practice and how this will 
in fact provide greater access to justice.  In the next coming 
months, the VPO will be filing written comments on the report 
with the Vermont Bar Association.  It is important for the VPO 
to file written comments because the outcome of  the Joint 
Committee’s report and the Vermont Bar Association’s findings 
could significantly impact the paralegal profession in Vermont.  
Therefore, I would encourage all of  you to read the report and 
contact me at kprovost@veic.org with your thoughts.  The report 
will be circulated via the listserv.  I would also like to wish each 
and every one of  you a happy and peaceful holiday season! 
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Editor’s Message
By Louise Reese

It is the end of  another great year.  The VPO had a successful annual meeting in May, and we 
appreciate all who attended.  We have also had many successes in the planning for the 2016 
NFPA Convention in Burlington.  There is still plenty of  time to volunteer your time and talents.  
Please take a look at the insert in this newsletter.

We encourage you to review the report issued by the Vermont Bar Association’s Joint 
Commission discussed in more detail in the President’s Message.  We welcome your input.

Ashley has provided more helpful information about PACE and PCCE, and Corinne has 
provided us with a wrap-up of  the 2015 NFPA Convention in Hawaii.  

There are also some news and reminders for those who deal with the court system, including the 
much-anticipated revisions to the Federal Rules of  Civil Procedure.  Please take a look at my brief 
article about the likely changes to the federal rules, as well as the Did You Know reminders.

Please support our advertisers!

Membership News

As of  November 19, we had 75 members made up of  61 voting, 13 associate and 1 student 
member. Also as of  that date, we had 21 renewals for 2016 made up of  18 voting and 3 associate 
members.
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Q&A            
Marybeth Prager

 Member Spotlight

How old are you? 54

Describe your family? I have been happily married to Brian for 23 years and we have one son, 

Emerson, who is in his first year of  college.  

Town in which you live? We have been living in Colchester for 11 years.  Prior to that we lived in 

the Mad River Valley for nearly 20 years.  

What is your favorite food?  Vanilla ice cream (I know, boring, but I like it!)

Do have any pets?  If  so, 

what are they, and what are 

their names?  

We have a wonderful eleven year-old Golden Retriever named Fever, 

which is short for Forever and For Always, and he is the best dog ever.

What kind of  hobbies do 

you have? 

I enjoy exercising and walking.  In the summer, it’s boating on Lake 

Champlain and in the winter, snowshoeing.

How do you unwind at the 

end of  a long work week? 

Weekends were made for good food with good friends and attending an 

occasional sporting event!

What is your educational 

background? 

On the job training. In my 35-year office career, I have had the 

opportunity to work with some highly-successful business executives who 

shared their knowledge with me.  That combined with employment in 

various industries has provided me with a well-rounded background and 

perspective on business.
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Where do you work? I am an employee owner at PC Construction Company, formerly known 

as Pizzagalli Construction, and have worked here for 16 years.  

When did you first become 

a paralegal?  

I joined PC Construction Company’s Legal Department in 2011 when I 

transferred from Business Development.

What area of  law do you 

work in? 

I am part of  a three-person, in-house legal team working in construction 

law.  

What do you enjoy about 

working in that area of  

law? 

Exposure to many aspects of  our business is what I enjoy most.  

Whether negotiating a contract, addressing issues with a defaulting 

subcontractor, pursuing fair release of  contract dollars, responding to an 

inquiry from the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, or 

acquiring real estate, whatever the current matters are, I am always 

gaining new insight while relying on my years of  experience.  

If  you could work in any 

other area of  law, what 

would it be? 

Real estate law would appeal to me.  When I worked in the Planning 

and Development Department at Sugarbush Ski Resort, I spent quite a 

bit of  time in the town clerk’s office reading deeds, permits, and maps.  

At times I felt as if  I were reading a historical novel! 

How or why did you first 

enter the paralegal field?  

After Secretarial Studies in high school, I worked as a legal secretary for 

one of  the most prestigious law firms in Philadelphia.  After a number of 

years there, I explored other opportunities.  Fast forward to 2011 when 

there was an opening for a paralegal at PC Construction, I felt my skills 

and knowledge would be an asset to the department, and the position 

would provide a new and interesting opportunity for me.  

Did you hold other 

positions, or have a 

different career, prior to 

becoming a paralegal, and 

if  so, what was it?  

Yes, indeed.  I have worked for companies ranging in size from a small 

five-person shop to a global corporation.  I have worked on ownership 

changes, name changes, corporate bankruptcy, and targeted multi-

million dollar growth.  Under varying job titles, I have provided 

executive administrative support, managed travel budgets, written 

newsletters, conducted trainings, filed permits, written proposals, 

coached interviewees, and much more.  For the past 25 years I have 

worked in the construction industry.  

What do you love about the 

paralegal profession?

What I enjoy most about the paralegal profession, particularly at PC 

Construction, is helping people resolve disputes and get on with 

business.   
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BLACKTHORN INFORMATION SECURITY provides the finest in 

Digital Forensic and E-Discovery services for legal professionals.  

Call us when you need to obtain evidence from computers, 

smartphones, cellphones, and other digital devices.

What things about the 

profession do you dislike?

Attorneys that do not return phone calls or emails from legal assistants.  

How long have you been a 

member of  the VPO?  

Four years.

Tell me about the skills or 

traits you possess that you 

find most useful in your 

position?  

Efficient organization, good listening, and solid time management skills, 

along with an approachable demeanor and an understanding of  what 

makes a business successful have served me well.  

What character oddities or 

personality traits do you 

find at odds with your 

career?  

Occasional lack of  patience.  Remember that most of  my career has 

been spent working with company executives and I am more familiar 

with an “assess, decide, execute, and move forward” approach, so I 

occasionally find waiting for things to play out frustrating.  I am working 

on this and have seen the benefits of  the patient approach.  

What brief  advice or 

friendly tip would you offer 

to someone just entering 

the paralegal field?  

For those just entering the field, I have three tips:

1. Align yourself  with someone who is willing to share their knowledge 

and help you grow.

2. Recognize the value of  your past experience.

3. Go ahead, take that leap, and venture outside your current 

employment box.
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Q&A            
Sabrina Ulrich 

Member Spotlight

How old are you?                            48 years old.

Describe your family?                        I have been married for 13 years and we have a wonderful daughter 

named Zoey.

Town in which you live?       Rutland, VT

What is your favorite food?              A good pizza.

Do have any pets?  If  so, what 

are they, and what are their 

names?  

Yes, a sweet Lab mix named Maisy and a Siamese cat named Lucy.

What kind of  hobbies do you 

have?  

I love to read and go to the gym.  I also do some part-time dog 

walking.

How do you unwind at the end 

of  a long work week? 

Read a good book, watch FoodTV, and just hang out with my family.

What is your educational 

background? 

I began working in the legal field at an entry-level position. After 

about 5 years, I was given the opportunity to receive in-house training 

to become a paralegal. I found the hands-on learning to be 

challenging but quite educational.  I feel very fortunate to have been 

given the opportunity to learn the profession in this manner.  I have 

worked in the legal field for 25 years and find it enjoyable and an 

ongoing learning experience.

Where do you work?              Anderson & Eaton, P.C.
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When did you first become a 

paralegal?  

1996

What area of  law do you work 

in?    

I currently work Plaintiff ’s cases and Workers’ Compensation.

What do you enjoy about 

working in that area of  law? 

The cases are all very different, which keeps matters interesting.

If  you could work in any other 

area of  law, what would it be? 

I’ve never worked in Corporate or Environmental, so maybe one of  

those.

What is the one thing about 

being a paralegal you would 

change if  you could? 

I think sometimes we are too easily kept behind the scene working at 

our desks.

How or why did you first enter 

the paralegal field? 

I was given the opportunity to move from an entry-level secretary/

assistant position to a paralegal position through on-the-job training, 

and accepted without hesitation.

Did you hold other positions, 

or have a different career, 

prior to becoming a paralegal, 

and if  so, what was it?                                       

I had previously worked in a business office.

What do you love about the 

paralegal profession?                       

It is busy and the work is interesting.

What things about the 

profession do you dislike?   

Interrogatories.

How long have you been a 

member of  the VPO?                                       

I had first joined the VPO many years ago and let my membership 

expire for several years. I just renewed my membership this year.

Tell me about the skills or 

traits you possess that you 

find most useful in your 

position?                                    

I am careful, which makes me attentive to details and organized.  I 

am patient and courteous with the people I encounter.

What character oddities or 

personality traits do you find 

at odds with your career?                             

If  a case involves a dog, I side with the dog.

What brief  advice or friendly 

tip would you offer to 

someone just entering the 

paralegal field? 

Develop an organizational system and use it. Ask your attorney(s) how 

they would like their cases worked on.  Learn from your mistakes, and 

ask many questions.
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2016 NFPA Convention is Coming to Burlington!  

What seemed like a lifetime away is now upon us.  The NFPA Convention in Hawaii has 
wrapped up and the VPO is now set to host NFPA’s Annual Meeting and Convention on 
October 20-23, 2016.  This is less than a year away.  

The success of  convention depends upon ALL OF YOU as members of  the VPO.  Regular 
monthly convention planning meetings will be held in the evenings beginning in January 2016.  
We encourage you to come to any meetings you can and find out how you can help.  

Maybe you have an artistic skill you could lend to our marketing efforts.  Maybe you have 
connections in the corporate world that would be willing to sponsor a scholarship, a snack break, 
or be a vendor at our exhibitor hall.  Maybe you are a “behind the scenes” kind of  person who 
would be happy helping us stuff  goodie bags for attendees.  Whatever your skill and level of  
commitment, please come and see how you can help make this event one of  the biggest and best 
for the VPO and for Vermont.

Check out our website at www.vtparalegals.org for more specifics on meeting dates and times and 
a listing of  committees.  

"Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is success." --
Henry Ford
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THE PCCETM / PACE® POSTING
By Ashley LaRose, RP®
Paralegal Certification Ambassador

Paralegal Certification Scholarship

While a little late in coming, I would like to congratulate Sara Boyden on receiving the VPO’s 
2015 Paralegal Certification Scholarship!  Sara can use her scholarship toward the Study 
Manual, Applicant’s Handbook and Application, examination fee, online mock examination, 
and/or the Online Review Courses.  We wish her the best of  luck on sitting for PACE® and  we 
look forward to honoring Sara as the tenth paralegal in Vermont to earn the designation of  
Registered Paralegal® once she successfully passes PACE®.

If  you are interested in sitting for PACE® or PCCETM, please apply for the VPO’s scholarship in 
2016 (it’s just around the corner).

NFPA’S Limited Time Certification Reclamation Program

Until March 31, 2016, National Federation of  Paralegal Associations, Inc. (“NFPA”) is offering 
the chance for Registered Paralegals® with lapsed credentials to reinstate.  If  you were an RP 
and your credentials lapsed between January 1, 2009 and present, you have the opportunity to 
participate in NFPA’s Certification Reclamation Program.  For information on the guidelines, 
please visit www.paralegals.org. 
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Certified? Certificated? Licensed?

With more and more states looking into limited licensing for paralegals, this seems like a good 
time to review the different levels of  certification and licensing available.  
 
1. If  you have completed a paralegal certificate program through your local or online college 

then you are a certificated paralegal.  

2. If  you have successfully passed NFPA’s Paralegal Advanced Competency Exam (PACE®) or 
NFPA’s Paralegal CORE Competency Exam (PCCETM) then you are a certified paralegal.  In 
the instance of  PACE® you are designated as a Registered Paralegal® and with PCCETM you 
are a CORE Registered Paralegal™.

3. Licensing is controlled and regulated by a governmental entity.  At this time, Washington State 
is the only state offering any type of  licensure for paralegals, which is designated as a Limited 
License Legal Technician. 

So what type of  paralegal certification will work best for you?  

1. Being a certificated paralegal can often be done online and within one year, depending on the 
course load chosen by the paralegal.  If  you are interested in a local college, please check out 
Burlington College’s Paralegal Studies Project at https://burlington.edu/academics/areas-of-
study/legal-and-justice/paralegal-studies/.  Burlington College offers a program with various 
areas of  law to provide paralegals or prospective paralegal a broad base of  skills. 

2. NFPA, along with other national paralegal associations, offers two levels of  paralegal 
certification, PACE® and PCCETM.  In order to take either of  these exams, a paralegal has to 
have met the requirements for sitting for the respective exams.  If  the paralegal meets those 
requirements, he or she may sit for these exams.  Paralegals that have passed PACE® and 
PCCETM need to obtain qualifying continuing legal education credits every two years, 
including one hour of  ethics credits.   

3. Currently, Vermont does not offer any type of  regulated licensing for paralegals.  If  you are 
interested in promoting the licensure or limited licensure of  paralegals in Vermont, please 
reach out to me or the VPO President, Kristin Provost, RP.  Kristin, along with VPO Past 
President, Carie Tarte, RP, have been working tirelessly to promote the idea of  limited 
licensure for paralegals to the Vermont Bar Association and attorneys throughout the state. 
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2015 Convention WrapUp
By Corinne Deering, RP®
NFPA Primary Representative

Aloha!  The 2015 NFPA Convention has come to an end 
and the last year of  planning for the 2016 NFPA Convention 
has commenced full speed ahead.  

The Aloha Spirit is a reference to the attitude of  friendly 
acceptance for which the Hawaiian Islands are so famous. It 
also refers to a powerful way to resolve any problem, 
accomplish any goal, and to achieve any state of  mind or 
body that you desire.  In the Hawaiian language, aloha 
stands for much more than just "hello" or "goodbye" or 
"love." Its deeper meaning is "the joyful (oha) sharing (alo) of 
life energy (ha) in the present (alo)."

As always, the NFPA convention is a whirlwind of  activities, learning, meeting new friends and 
connecting with old friends.  It’s an exhausting three and one-half  days of  fun.  Upon arrival in 
Waikiki Beach and after checking in, the first “must do” was to walk to the beach and put my toes  
in the sand and the ocean.  Laurie Noyes, RP, our Region V Director, and I walked the strip by 
the beach and checked out the shops and restaurants.  After being awake for about 22 hours of  
travel time and getting settled, we decided we needed some sleep before the convention hit full 
throttle the next morning.  

On Thursday, I attended a full day of  CLE sessions:  Proposed Amendments to the FRCP & 
eDiscovery Case Law Update; What Paralegals Really Need to Know About eDiscovery; Three 
Questions on Legal Technology and Ethics; and Washington State at the Forefront.  I then 
attended the very informative NFPA Workshop on Review of  Parliamentary Procedure and 
Robert’s Rules of  Order.  Following the day of  learning was the Exhibitors’ Reception where we 
enjoyed some traditional Hawaiian food, met the exhibitors, and enjoyed being entertained by 
members of  the Hawaii Paralegal Association who treated us to some beautiful music and hula 
dancing.  We ended the day by attending the Board of  Directors’ meeting where the Paralegal 
Association of  Rochester won the bid to host the 2019 Annual Convention, and the New York 
City Paralegal Association won the bid to host the 2017 Joint Conference.  
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Friday started early by attending the First Timer’s Meeting for a brush up on the rules and 
procedures for the policy meeting.  The region meetings then commenced for the day.  We 
discussed a variety of  subjects and had a brief  special guest from the JAG Corp speak to us.  The 
highlight of  the day was probably the social event.  We traveled by bus for approximately 30 
minutes to the Chief ’s Luau.  We passed by some beautiful seaside locations on our way to the 
Luau and were met with friendly smiles and greetings from the Luau entertainers.  There was 
fun, dancing, food, drinks, and more dancing, fire and drums.  It was a great time had by all.  

Saturday and Sunday are the more formal policy meeting days where decisions are made 
affecting the future of  NFPA and its members.  A local Boy Scout group kicked off  the day with a 
color guard ceremony.  My involvement in the ceremonies began on Sunday morning with 
distribution of  some gifts to the delegates to entice the attending members to come join us in 
Burlington in 2016.  We provided them with the Experience Burlington magazine as well as a 
Vermont postcard, a Vermont pin, and a “Vermont is Sweet” keychain.  Unfortunately, the 
maple candy which was included in the gift bags did not survive the Hawaiian heat.  The candy 
had to be removed from the bags the night before.  We prepared a brief  video of  scenes from 
Vermont and the Burlington area to try to spark interest in those attending to come to Burlington 
next year.  

The results of  the bylaw amendments and agenda items discussed at the policy meeting are as 
follows:

1. Bylaw Amendment 15-03 passed amending Bylaw Sections 3.3, 3.8, 3.9, and 4.1 (effective 
January 1, 2016) to provide clarification of  membership categories; 

2. Bylaw Amendment 15-02 passed amending Bylaw Sections 8.3 and 6.6 to limit the terms of  
Region Directors to four consecutive one-year terms;

3. Agenda topic 15-06 passed allowing for PACE and PCCE candidates to waive the six month 
waiting period in order to retake the exam and to test beginning four weeks after their initial 
attempt;

4. Agenda topic 15-04 passed requesting that NFPA develop and issue a position statement 
supporting the concept of  regulation in its various forms consistent with NFPA policy and 
presenting the draft statement for approval by the delegates at the 2016 Policy Meeting;

5. Agenda topic 15-01 passed requesting that NFPA draft a position statement supporting 
legislation permitting non-lawyers to deliver limited legal services, incorporating previous 
positions, and in accordance with Resolution 01S-04, which imposes certain limits on 
advocacy efforts in those states with NFPA voting member associations; and complete the draft 
within six months of  the adoption of  this resolution and that the final position statement shall 
be distributed to the Primary and Secondary Representatives and the President of  each NFPA 
voting member association via electronic mail;
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6. Agenda topic 15-05 passed requesting NFPA create a standing Committee and that a State of  
the Paralegal Profession Report Committee be established and charged with initiating the 
process of  creating for publication purposes a State of  the Paralegal Profession Report by 
reporting on trends in the delivery of  legal services which may potentially affect the Paralegal 
Profession; educational and CLE topics and modes/delivery of  training; any changes to titles 
within the paralegal profession; the state of  regulation/limited practice; and any prevalent and 
consistent ethical violations by paralegals; and providing quarterly reporting to the Delegates 
and members of  the NFPA Board of  Directors regarding the status of  the State of  the 
Paralegal Profession Report through Inside Reports submitted to the Vice President and 
Director of  Profession Development; and submitting an Inaugural State of  the Paralegal 
Profession Report no later than the 2016 Annual Convention and Policy Meeting to be held in 
Burlington, Vermont.

Agenda topics that did not pass include:

7. The proposed topic requesting that the eligibility requirements to sit for PACE be expanded to 
include having held the CRP credential for two years or more with at least one successful 
renewal, with six years of  substantive paralegal experience; and

8. The proposed topic requesting that the membership observer fee be reduced to a nominal fee 
for NFPA members.

9. The alternative proposed topic requesting the establishment of  an ad hoc committee to 
research the concept of  licensed legal technician or non-attorney provider programs and draft 
a position statement to be presented to the NFPA Board and the delegates at the 2016 Annual 
Policy Meeting became moot with passage of  agenda topic 15-01.
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The Board of  Directors’ election results are as follows:

Allen F. Mihecoby, CLAS, RP as Vice President & Director of  Profession Development
Yvonne DeAntoneo as Vice President & Director of  Membership
Lisa Lynch, CRP as Vice President & Director of  Marketing
MaryAnn Ivie, RP as Treasurer & Director of  Finance
Tom Holmes, RP as Director, Region I
Mianne L. Besser as Director, Region II
Barbara O'Shaughnessy, FRP as Director, Region III
Donna M. Huntermark, RP, Pa.C.P. as Director, Region IV
Josie Estes as Director, Region V
Beth King, RP as Education Coordinator

The Scholarship and Award winners are:  

The Thompson Reuters scholarship winners were Aurora Hood and Nancy Brooks
The PACE scholarship winner was Fatima Mahmud
The PCCE scholarship winner was Stephanie Jackson
Certification Ambassador Award - Linda Odermott, RP - Oregon Paralegal Association
Association Pro Bono Award - Dallas Area Paralegal Association
Individual Pro Bono Award - Linda Teater - Rocky Mountain Paralegal Association
Outstanding Local Leader Award - Beth King, RP - Oregon Paralegal Association
Paralegal of  the Year Award - Joyce Kent, RP - Oregon Paralegal Association
William R. Robie Award - Kathleen Miller, RP - Oregon Paralegal Association

Overall, the convention appeared to be a success.  HPA did a wonderful job hosting the 
convention and pulled out all the stops to make us feel welcome.  The Aloha Spirit was alive and 
well at the 2015 NFPA Annual Policy Meeting and I hope it followed us all home.  
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Upcoming Federal Rule Revisions
By Louise Reese

This brief  article is just to make you aware of  revisions to the Federal Rules of  Civil Procedures, 
which, if  approved by Congress, will go into effect December 1, 2015.  You can access the 
proposed changes via www.uscourts.gov, and for those with a subscription to Paralegal Today, there 
is an article in the third quarter issue.  The amendments would change how many people would 
object or respond to discovery requests.  It would no longer be acceptable to just state an 
objection; you would need to provide sufficient detail as to the grounds for objecting, including 
what information or documents you may be withholding, for example, due to privilege or work 
product.  The scope of  discovery will be limited to what relates to the claims or defenses of  the 
action and is “proportional” to the needs of  the case, and not just what may be “reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of  admissible evidence.”  Responses that state certain 
documents or electronically-stored information will be produced must now specify when that 
production will be made.  One of  the primary reasons for these amendments is to reduce the 
time and expense of  litigation.  Cases may be on a faster track and no guarantees that multiple 
amended discovery schedules will be allowed.  I encourage all members to review the proposed 
amendments, which are expected to be approved, and be ready to comply.  (Note:  This article 
was written prior to December 1, 2015, although publication of  the article was after December 
1, 2015.)
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DELIVERY OF COURT DOCUMENTS TO ATTORNEYS VIA EMAIL

All courts in all divisions will send all documents by email to attorneys pursuant to Administrative 
Order No. 45 and the attached Court Administrator’s Directive.  Please note the limited 
exceptions specified in the directive. The directive supersedes all prior administrative directives 
that authorized email delivery of  court documents to attorneys in specified divisions and units of  
the superior court and in the Supreme Court.
 
The effective date is Monday, November 2, 2015. 
 
You have already registered your email addresses in eCabinet and do not need to take further 
action.  However, you may update your email addresses at any time by editing your eCabinet 
profile at https://efiling.eservices.crt.state.vt.us/Default.aspx.  If  you need assistance/training 
with editing your profile, you may contact the Judiciary Helpdesk at 1-802-828-4357 or JUD-
Helpdesk@state.vt.us.
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If  you are going to be out of  the office for two or more weeks at a time, the email links to any 
document electronically filed with federal court expires after 15 days.  You can call Jessica Hook 
(USDC Helpdesk) and she can regenerate the links for you if  a reasonable number.

This is a reminder not to forget that all state courts now require Certificates of  Service for all 
documents after the filing of  the Complaint that are filed directly with the Court.  The state 
courts are using a specific form which you can find on the Vermont Judiciary website.  There are 
some courts that are rejecting any filing that does not include a Certificate of  Service.  Based on a 
recent conversation with Chittenden Civil, a Certificate of  Service would not be required when 
filing proof  of  service of  a Summons and Complaint, since it is not known at that time who will 
be entering for the defendant.

Reminder that the state courts close for in-service training at different dates and times.  The 
schedule can be found on the Vermont Judiciary website.  Although the courts are closed during 
these times, there is a receptacle for filings at each location.  In the case of  an emergency, you 
should check in with security.
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The solution to a sticky situation!
www.exhibitsticker.com

VPO20
Use this 
coupon code 
at check out:

Visit www.exhibitsticker.com
now to purchase your E-Sticker!

“This is so simple! You saved my weekend!!!”   

- T. H. | San Jose, CA

“Works like a charm!  Easy to install and use. It's perfect 

and it's going to save me a huge amount of time that I 

didn't have to begin with. It's ingenious and worth 

buying.” 

- Jill C. | Pensacola, FL  

Happy Customers Say:

Finally…digital exhibit 
stickers are here!

Four All-In-One E-Stickers 
Styles to Choose From!

($149.95 - $189.95)

Single 
E-Sticker

($49.95 each)

Specifically created to work with Adobe Acrobat Standard 

or Pro (versions 9, X & XI), this simple plug-in tool lets you 

add exhibit stickers directly to your Adobe Acrobat PDF 

exhibits. No more hand stickering, hand writing or re-

scanning your deposition or trial exhibits. These digital E-
Stickers are fast, affordable and easy to use. The E-Sticker 

auto-increments numbers or letters and remembers the 

last number/letter you used.

ExhibitSticker.com is working with the 

Vermont Paralegal Organization to 

bring you the E-Sticker at a discounted 

price. 

Special Discount for the 
Vermont Paralegal 

Organization members!

Enter the code VPO20 at checkout 

and you will receive 20% off your 

cart total. No minimum order 

required! 
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Save on Your Car and Home Insurance!

Coverage provided and underwritten by Liberty Mutual Insurance Company and its affiliates, 

175 Berkeley Street, Boston, MA. ©2008 Liberty Mutual Insurance Company. All rights reserved.

AFF 17 AP 2008/06

You’re part of an exclusive group that has partnered with Liberty Mutual to save you
money. And the best part — you receive knowledgeable support, immediate claims
assistance and the latest information to help keep you and your family safe.

Savings you can count on.
 

As a member of Vermont Paralegal Organization, you could

save hundreds of dollars a year on car and home insurance

with Liberty Mutual.

 

Here’s how:1

 

    n Get an exclusive group discount off our already

      competitive rates.
 

    n Add extra savings on your home insurance when

      you insure both your car and home.
 

    n Obtain additional discounts, based on your driving

      experience, car and home safety features, and more.

    

1
Discounts and savings are available where state laws and regulations allow, 

and may vary by state. Certain discounts apply to specific coverages only. To 

the extent permitted by law, applicants are individually underwritten; not all 

applicants may qualify.

 

2
Coverage not available in all states. The descriptions of coverage are necessarily

brief and are subject to policy provisions, limitations and exclusions that can only be

expressed in the policy itself. For a complete explanation of coverages, please consult

a sales representative. 

Start Saving Today!
Contact me to learn
more and receive a
FREE no-obligation
quote.

Jennifer Goeke

(802) 747-0600 x 52652

jennifer.goeke@libertymutual.com

www.libertymutual.com/lm/jennifergoeke

 

435 West Street

Rutland, VT 05701

Client 114704

Service and support when and where you need it.
 

    n Cost-saving features such as New Car Replacement and

      New Customer Accident Forgiveness on your car policy

      and a Loss Forgiveness Program on your home policy
2

 

    n 24/7 support including claims service, emergency

      roadside assistance and home repair

    n Service convenient for you by phone, at one of our local

      sales offices or online
 

    n Your choice of payment options, including direct billing,

      checking account withdrawal or online payment
 

 

Need additional coverage? Our representatives explain your options

in clear terms and recommend the best match for you—whether you

need to protect your car, home, watercraft or motorcycle. You

can also obtain personal liability (umbrella), flood, renters and

identity theft insurance.
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      Vermont Paralegal Organization
      PO Box 5755
      Burlington, VT 05402-5755
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